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Abstract

Since the making of first draft about computer by John von Neveoance

then developed Ly Advanced Research Project Agency (ARPA) and

subsequent 
^*i,n 

,fr. project ARPANET and continuing developed with

other ir.rvention based on computer and internet, hence since then have

formed the society of otganizer of information technology'

Information and use of computer technology and internet nerwork

have made new hegemony in the world as stated by a jargon that:"By

controlling informirion, the party can control the world".The most

concrere &"mple is Elsevier Besloten Vennotschaap (BV) that became

Elsevier Incorporation (InCorp) domiciling in Amglica has been

becoming information management sociery that highly influence in

the world. Elsevier Incorp. has become a barometer of education world

with information mastery in form of e-book such as Scopus and

Science Direct. So this p"p". aims to analyze :( 1) What constitute of

information managementiociery? (2) What intellectual Property fughts

for the protection of information management sociefy?

Keywords: informaionteclmologt, management soaety, intelleAuolproputy nghl-s'
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ln 1945,John von Neveoance wrote First Draft of a Report on

the EDVAC, by exploringhis idea in form of comPuter savingprogram
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supported by computer technology. Computer is defined as: "a ser of
technology consisting of hardware, sofrware, and memory srorage."46

Next in 1957, computer-powered space shuttle Sputnik was
launched as the establishment stake of Department of Defense of
United States of America. After that in 1964, as a part of response,
computer technology was combined further with telecommunicarion
technology by the Advanced Research Project Agency (ARPA).
' li'.\...r,'as the idea of Paul Baran from the RAND Corporation as an
organization illustrated as "Cold War Think Tank"."

Furthermore, in 1969, computer-based communication network
r,vith 4 connection control points (nodes) was developed. Then in 1972,
the communication networkwas developed into 37 connection control
points (nodes).a8 One of its greatest developmenr was the development
of communication standard called as Transmission Control Protocol
(TCP) or internet Protocol (IP).4' In this case, the componenr of TCP
is ' device that responsible for converting messages into streams of
pockets". While IP is: "responsible for addressing and rouring the
pockets to their intended destination".50

In April 1976 Apple Inc. was established by Steve Jobs and
Steve Wozniak then in 1977 became Apple Computer Inc.5r Furrher
develop of this, on I January 1983, a project named ARPANET was
developed by adopting TC P / IP Protocol technology mentioned above.
ARPANET was a military project of United States of America.s'After
rliat, rhe information technology started to be used by non-military by
directly accessing to super compurer existing in universities so that the
network expanded and ARPANET became INTERNET.s3

461 lan Lloyd, Legal Aspects of rhe Information Sociery, Butterworths, London, 2003,
2) 24

47 Daniel H. Purwadi, Mengenal interner jaringan informasi Dunia, Elex Komputindo,
Jakarta, 2OO2,p. 16-18

48 Jonathan Rosenoer, Cyberlaw: The Law of the Internet, Springer, new york, 1999,

P 2-3

49tbid
5oibid., p. t2
5 I www. apple. com. educarion.
52Daniel. H. Purwadi, Op.Cit.., p. 16-r8
53Ibid
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Succeedinginlggl,auser-friendlynavigationtool'informof
Archie, Gopher, and veronica was introduced that was far different

from the previous use of computer and internet that required a quite

high leveiof engineering competence that it could only be performed

by-academics.'o Subsequenr in the same year, the National Science

Foundation (NSF) was established which aimed to develop internet

infrasrructure in United States of America, but it was constrained by

many regulations and prohibitions."

Following in 1992 world wide web (www) was introduced by

Tim Berner, a physicist from Nuclear Physics Research center from

counseil Europeen pour la Recherche Nucleaire (CERN). Since that

dme, varioN kirrd, of computer technology-based and information-

contented application have occurred''u

consequenr on 4 February 2004, Mark Zu,ckerbetginspired by a

dating site "Hot or Not" created a site named Facebook with address

URl:www.thefacebook.com. Next in 2005, Skype was launched by

Niklas Zennstrom. After that in 2009, whatsApp was created by Jan

Koum.5'

Convergence and development of telephone, computer' and

internet make a sociery with information environment. Nowadays

the use of internet in the world is estimated to reach 200 million

people per day, while the use of internet in Indonesia is not less than

i -ittio, p.opl.." The use of internet in Indonesia was widely used

for the lasi decade. Ir is marked by the occurrence of Internet Service

Provider (ISP) and various dot'com companies' The companies

mostly specialize themselves as portal' such as detik'com' astaga'com'

,lthorrgh the biggest tendency is the field of online trade (electronic

commerce or e-commerce)'

Information and the use of computer technology and internet

nerwork have made new hegemony in the world' namely" by

lnternotionol Conference Aa4att 2l' 23' 2017

54Angu.s LC., Protecting Intellectual ProPerry in Emerging Digital Environment, no

pulisher, 2Oo4, P. 9.

adon Feudalism: Who owns the

2, page 48, also on htrP://www'

, . tan I-loyd, Loc. Cit.

5SAngus L.C.., Lo.Cit.
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controlling information, the party can conrrol the world". It is proved
by the history of information developmenr starred from war industry
that finally reached business, including education world. The most
concrete example is where Elsevier Besloten Vennotchaap (BV) a

multinational corporation (MNC)'e domiciling in Amsterdam then
became Elsevier Incorporation (InCorp) domiciling in America has
been becoming information management sociery .

Elsevier Incorp. has enormous influence in the world education
worldwide and become the barometer of education world with
information mastery in form of e-book, Scopus and Science have
been becoming compulsory references of scientific academic wrirings,
research and publication, even the determiner of ranking accreditation
of scientific journal management not only in Indonesia, but almost
around the world.

What Constitute of Information Management Society?

There are some definitions of technology, among orhers,
according to United Nations Industrial Developmenr (UNIDO) as the
following: "Technolog is a composite of tecltniques, constituted of crafi
skills (welding, sltopping, assembUng\ requiring pnmanly the d-exteity
of hand and eye ond conceptual skills (knowledge and informotion),
such as operuting data, design cngineeing, construction, production and
mdintoinance".uo According to Mansfred: "technologt is the society pool
of knowled ge used regarding the pnnci?les of plrysical and social phenomena
or knowledge regarding the application of production".6' Furthermore,
Daniel J. Boorstin states that technology is: "technology is synonym
for experiment'.62 <?>17

59John H. Dunning. "MNC's as A multinational entreprise is one which undertake
foreign direct investment for examples which owns or conrols income gathering assets
in more than one country, and so doing produces goods or services outside its country of
origin..." Rahmijened, Teori dan Kebijakan Hukum Investasi Langsung ( Legal Theory and
Policy of Direct Investment), Prenada Media, Jakarta , Zots, p. z-3 .

60www.unido.org.
6lMansfield, The Production and Application of New Indusrrial Technology, Norron,

New York, 1979, p. 1o.
6zHerminHadiati Joeswadji, "Teaching Marerial on The Law of Transfer of

Technology", Posgraduate Program of Doctoral Degree, Airlangga Universiry Surabaya,
2003, p. 3-4.
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whereas the word'information' is defined as: " knowledge that

you ger about someone or something". " while data is :" (1)accurate

".rd 
i-"1y,(2) specific and organized purpose' (3) presented within a

context that gives it meaning and relevance, (4) can lead to an increase

in understandlng and decreasein uncertainfy".u' Information is valuable

because it can affect behavior, a decision, or an outcome. It is stated

that to inform-information is data that has been processed into a form

that is meaningful to the recipient and is used of real or perceived value

in current or prospective action or decision'

Information has specific characters that become vital things and

need special handling by -"'"gers of an otganization' Currently'

-"rr"g.r, have to act efficiently, effectively, and produce profit for the

ao-prrry. The company'resources as follows:uo

a. Workforce;

b. MoneY;

c. Material;

d. Energy;

e. Information.

A1l of them canbe calculated excePt information. However, if the

value of information can be calculated, it will facilitate the duties of a

manager. Unfortunately, information is different from other resources

because information isintangible and cannot be measured. Currently,

manyorganvattonsandcompaniesrea|izethatinformationistheir
most imPortant and valuable resources'

Furthermore, Edmon states that: Information can also be

categorizedas a commodiry that does not have obsolescence for the

ones needed it and constirutes an expensive commodiry because not

every party can Process raw data into a form and characteristic of

information pursuant to their needs. It is considered that implementing

information technology development in a form of organization and

management .equires a quite complex knowledge and expertise' In

thepr"actice,developmentofbusinessotgatization.formsgetsmore
.o-pl.* in accordance with the existence of information system

63 I 8. www.techoPedia.com'
64EdmonMakarim,KompilasiHukumTelematika(CompilationofCyberlaw),Raja

Grafindo Persada rajawi, 20012, P' 29
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addressed as support of administrative process and managerial activities
toward networking.6t

Moreover the word "sociery is defined as:" rhe aggregate of people
of living together in a more or less ordered communiry". Or people
and general thought of as living rogerher in organized communities
with shared laws, tradition and thoughts."66

In addition the word " managemenr " is defined as :" rhe act or
skill controlling and making decision abour a business.."u, Whereas
information managemenr is:" the process of collecring, storing,
managing and maintaining informarion in all its forms. So is a broad
term that incorporates policies, and procedures for centrally managing
and sharing information among different individuals, organizations
andlor information system throughout the information lifecycle.6s

Convergence berween information and communication
technology has made a statement of information environment:u,

This immense network which has bean d.escibed. ds' dn information
etwironment' k not only the largest, but the most complex structure eyer
created. Fr the surprisingfact k that is one single entity. ln the theory,
any piece of information, the telemetry of the spacecraft, the details of
bank statement or the harmless gossip of phone call can move through
the entire system . and in the theory given the connection it can be

accessed at dny otherpoint.

Thus 'information management society' refers to a long
journey where the use of information has led the military, diplomatic,
or successful business in their acriviries. Evenrually, data from satellire
imaginghave been used for diplomatic negotiation in military control.
Therefore, by information as negotiation control, information fostered
by government and private industries will develop computerized
information system, after that social system and political system will
respond to support their existence.

55Ibid
56Mariam Webster Dictionary, http: / /merriam-webster.com
67lbid
58www.techopedia.com.
6gEdmon Makarim, Op.Cit,.p .29
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In terminology in the internet, it is known World Wide Web

(www) that gives f".ifity to access the internet' Www is the address of

iyb.rrp".. ,-rd i.tr.rn.t is the name of network' If someone accesses

the internet, various features in various forms will occur. The view is

known as the term home Page that means the first page of a website'

whilewebsiteisasetofpageswithcontentinformofimagesortexts
of hypertext markup t""g""gt (HTML)' This view format can show

documents that contain texts, images, sounds' animations' or videos'

DocumentsshowedinHTMLformatusuallyhavelinkorconnection
with other information or sources''u

Besides that, technology infrastructure in ICT media commonly

uses Recommender System- (RS) used by the providers -of 
online

activities to help ,r.., p""onally to get the intended information'

The RS can be measured and can work real-dme despite its great

sizeandcapaciryuPtoseveralmillisecondsusedsimultaneouslyby
millions of users. Besides that, it is known a device called as Magnetic

Resonance Imaging (MRI) commonly used to observe soft tissue that

mostly constitutes 
-hrr*",, 

brain performance' then with comPuter-

aidedimagetoana|yzetechnicallyshowsthedirectionofimaging
development "rrd "rto*atically 

detects anatomy structures' The

methodisalsousedindigitalformandreformsittoadjusttodata
image to be analYzed.

In education world, the occurrence of knowledge sociery and the

demand growrh of workforce with high level of expertise and education

demandschangeoftraditionalteachingandlearningProcesstobe
various methods of learning systems based on comPuter (computer-

based learning system/CBi;-a"d web-based training (WBT), and

virrual classroom as the complement of conventional method'

Som reflected in internet activities

is usually or muldmedia with capabiliry

as diverse rmation media' including asPects

of sounds, images, sounds and images, and other characters' besides

the content of info.mation presented. The result of research byJICA

lnternotionol Conference Aa9zot 2d - 23/ 2O/7

70Dian Safitri, Copyright protection for images on Internet, Law Faculry of Airlangga
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conducted in 2000 showed information rechnology covers many kind
of multimedia products with revenue as follows:"

a. Film (US$67, 7 billion);

b. Video (US$120,2 billion);
c. TV program (US$ 107 billion);

d. TV transmission service (US$ 151 billion);

e. Recorded music (US$ 3, 84 billion);

f. Karaoke (US$240 billion);

g. rnagazine (US$ 83,7 billion);

h. Book (US$85,3 billion);

i. Newspaper (US$1555,2 billion);
j Radio and billboard advertising (US$42,8 billion);

k. Video games (US$28,8 billion);

l. internet and access fee (US$40,2 billion);
This value can be doubled in the last 10 (ten) years. Meanwhile

there are various activities can be conducted by using information
technology among others:7'

a. Communication;

b. Resources sharing;

c. Resources discovery;

d. Community forming;

e. E-commerce.

Generally information society or virtual communities (VCs) get
access information for the need of:"

a. Download articles from their mode;

b. Participate in for a and pose questions;

c. Read FAQs and search for keywords;

d. Use the site search engine;

TlJaparr Patent Of,fice (JPO), IP and Multimedia, Hanbook of IP Training for Ip
Practitioners, Japan International cooperation Agency (JICA) and Associarion overseas
Training Service (AOTS), Tokyo, 2003, p. 3

T2Benny Silverstern, Blsiness to Blusifiesss Marketing, Maximum, Cnada, 199, p. g2.

T3Anonius Andreatos, Virtual Commtnity Anil Their Mportance For Informal Learning,
CCCc Publication, US, 2oo7,p 39.
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e. Contact sage members'

While the view occurring on comPuter screen includes all

creations that are conventionally in tangible forms but showed in form

or image in electronic media, including:'o

a. Literary Work, namely all form of work based on texts with

forms that obtain copyrights' Literary work here includes

Poen-IS, books, articles, 
"t'd 

to on exPressed in a number of

'uvords, sYmbols, and others;

b. Databasc, namely a set of data' normally obtains copyrights

as a set. It is in form of data (as long as not related to fact)

such as price list, URL address for sites' private and public

keys used for encryption or digital signature and database in

form of compilation and collection of data;

c. Characters, namely fictional characters in visual form' such

asMickeyMouseandSuperman'andinliteratureform'such
as Sherlock Holmes, Hardy Boys' or James Bond' Fictional

characters exist in visual form, story texts; animations in

form of video and audiovisual works, films, video taPes,

video discs or videograms, TV Programs;

d.MusicalWorks,namelymusicalworksthatobtaincopyrights.
Protection of copyrlghts for musical works includes both

things: words and music' Musical works in form of music

with or without texts, musical instrument digital interface

(MIDE). Sound recording works in form of recording of

sounds, narural sounds, or special sound effects;

e. Sound Recording, namely sound recording produced from

recording, such as serial music' talks' and orher sounds;

f. Photographs and Still Images' namely - 
images and

graphical works that obtain copyrights' including: comic'

strips, advertisements, technical drawings' and diagrams'

Photographs and still images are in form of graphical and

pictorll works including advertisements' cardboards'

images, paintings, designs, games, maPS' mosaics' Patterns'

7nI-G.a, ,.copyright on Mulrimedia production", Research Result, ord

presentadon ,, trr. or.,ti"ii"fl-tt*ttt of Airlangga universiry.' 2oo7:!' 4-6(quote from

jrmes Lahore, IP ond Antitrustiaw, Butterworth' Sydney' Australia' 1999'P' 2"
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montage photos, arr muhiplications and prinring resulrs,
technical drawings, design patrerns, archirectural building
design patterns, blueprint of mechanical drawings, and
diagrams;

Motion Pictures and Other Audiovisual Works, namely
motion picrures, videos, and audiovisual works that obtain
copyrights;

Software, namely software that obtains copyrights. Software
in form of source code and object code;

Compilation and Derivative Works. Compilation is a work
formed by collection, installation, procurement of material
or data that is then selected, coordinated/arranged rhat then
produces work as the whole original work of the author,
such as magazines and catalogs;

Derivative Works, namely a work based on one or more
works, such as translations, fictions, motion picture versions,
and so on. Multimedia Works, namely general works that
combine one or two of the existing categories into single
medium.

Intellectual Property Protection for Information Management society

In terms of copyrighted work, Iegally rhere are 3 (three) levels
of protection for information management sociery and intellecrual
creation in digital and electronic form including internet, namely:r'

a. Copyright and neighboring right protection;
b. Technical protection to block access; pRM

c. Legal protection against circumvention.
\{{^J.

Pursuant to the Law No. zB / ZOl4 on Copyrighr, issues related to
the rights of information technology management sociery and digital
technology or internet protecred by copyright are implicated by rwo
agendas namely the world Intellectual Properry Properry organization
(WIPO) Copyright Treary (WCCT) dan WIPO Performances and

T5lewinsky Silke, "European Copyright law", Teaching Material of rraining of
Trainer, European communiry and ASEAN intellectual properry Rights cooperation
Program (ECAPII), Munich Intellectual Properry Law center (MIPLC) Max Planck Insdrute,
Munchen, Germany, August - December 200 4, p. Z-4.

ob'

h

i
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PhonogramsTreary(WPPT)ratifiedbyDecisionofPresidentof
the Relublic of Indonesia No. 19 ltggl. wccT is complemenrary

interna^tional rule of the Berne Convention for the Protection of

Literary and Artistic Works. While WPPT complement the Rome

convention for the Protedion of Performer, Producer of Phonograms

and Broadcasing Organizadon'

The Law No

Firstly, e righ

contained in ntion,

lnternotionol Conference luazat 2d - 27 2Ol7

t of communication to the Public
announcing in form

of texts and images. SecondlY, of making available to

the public because the determina t10n of access does not dePend on the

creator but on the users of intern e8.76

Regarding with technologY develoPment there is the digital right

management (DRM) means: "refers to occess confiol techno Logles used by

publklrer, copYights hoLd.ers and hardware manufacturers to bmit usage

prohibit the extraction or utilization of data base"'"

Technology is very helpful for humans to P

Humans can optimally create with the help of

it cannot be denied that copyright faces to

technology advancement.

of digital media or devices".T'

Protection that only attemPts

files saved in anY media.

Differ from the substance of copyright

to prohibit unentitled multiplications of

T6RahmiJened , Coyright Law, Citra Adirya Bhakti, Bandung, 2ol4' P.

TTlewinskY Silke, " Right of Database", Teaching Material of training of Trainer,

European communiry and ASEAN intellectual ProPertY Rights cooperarion Programme

(ECAPII), Munich Intellecrud ProPerrY Law center (MIPLC) Max Planck Instirute,

Munchen, GermanY, August - December 2OO4, P. l-2
SANS Indtitute, securiry

lezl
TSAustin Russ, DRM overview Essential,vl, 25 Juli 200r, l-3
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*rn. digital right management (DRM) gives power for the
publisher to control " and "what cannot be done". The
publisher can limit the number of tions that can be seen
or with what media the thing can be transferred. In this case DRM
is used by Sony or Microsoft factory to control user access to their
technology.

The second layer protection for the information management
sociery is the technical protecrion to block access. Technological
measure defined
yassword, barcode,

instrument inas: secret code,

or encryption ' In the twonumber,

treaties that mentioned above, technological measure is broadly
defined as: " dny technology, d.evice or cotnponent that, informal course of its
operation, it is d.esigned to prevent or restict octs, in respect of works or other
subject matter, which dre flot authoizedby the ightholder of any copyright,
related ight or the sui geneic ight" .te

The technological measure is considered effective if the use of
creation protected by copyright or other crearion is controlled by the
holder of rights by implementing access control or prorection process,
such as secret code, password, barcode, serial number, encryption,
decryption, scrambling, or other transformation of creation, or other
creation, or a mechanism of copying control that can ensure protection
objectively.

Intermsof , the sociery of information
management right of information
informationprovtded the

-

or owfier or information about the terms and conditions of use of work and
any numbers or codes that represett suchinformdtion" .80

This right of information
any action of

or elimination of electronic information management rights
attached to copyright (related to technological measure). This standard
is also implementedfor creation of show and soundrecordingpresented
digitally or via internet media.

Tetbid
SOlewinski Silke, Loc.Cit.
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monoPoly of creation use.

a. The Law No. 11/2008 on Information and Electronic

I nforrditio n ] w*9<d^o-

b. The Law No.8/ 1999 onConsumer Protection;

c. The Criminal Code;

d. Code of Civil Law;

e.CircularsofHeadoflndonesianNationalPoliceNo.SE/0/
Xl2Ol5 on Hate SPeech;

The Law No. 11 lzooa regarding with illegal use of electronic

handling case of hate speech and defamation'

ls+l
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In addition the Law of Civil Code applied to the case of breach
of contract and tort thar relaring to activiry of the information
management sociery . There is also Interner Cooperation for Assigned
Names and Numbers (ICANN) that regulates electronic conrracr,
electronic commerce.

Finally the Law No. /1983 regarding General Provisions and
Procedure of Taxation can enforce tax for electronic commerce as

.rrr implementation of Regularion of Minister of Finance No. 16l
PMK. lO I 2016 regarding Income Tax of Article 12.

Besides that, the access of creation in the interner has to be
observed, whether it is free access or fee for access. In case of free
access, users should be inrrospective to examine whether their actions
violate the law or not. On the contrary, in case of fee for access, it
can be an element of defense for users if there is allegedly copyright
infringement.

The sociery that organize information can also be protected
by Patent Law No.13l2016 on Parenr. There is Article 4 stated that
"invention does not include:... (d) rules and methods that contain
only computer program. In other word if the compurer program
implements the invention or so called sofrware related invention, then
it can be patented.

Closing Remarks

With the existence of convergence of information and
communication technology (ICT), then information environment is
developed and furthermore it forms information management sociery
initially started by negotiarion and diplomatic function in field of
military into business managerial function and processing process with
various interests. Even in field of education, such as Elsevier Incorp.,
that controls electronic products Scopus and Science Direct.

Various forms and nerworks of interests become the basis of
formation of information technology management sociery. It can
be seen from the needs to communicate, share information source,
search information source, form communiry with the same interest. In
educationworld, the occurrence of knowledge sociery and the demand
growth of workforce with high level of expertise and education .
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the information

mana d Patent law'

Copy as coPYrighted

works and other subject matters' Whereas the patent protection for

computer programs ih", ..t."t the requirements of patentabiliry and

does not include the exception and limitation set forth in Article 4 and

Article 9 on the Law No. fi 12016'

he government should anticiPate technological developments

with fair regulation and discretion in view of the many societies that

impact and"affected by technology development' Various legal rules

.r..d ro be harmonized with the technological development'

Intellecrual ProPerly rights Protection for. information

managemert .ociery based ot' copyright law and Patent law need to be

more social ized'toptogrammer developers and information technology

managers so that InJonesia is not just being a user of information

i..nrlfogy based from technology producers from overseas' but also

provide ,i.qrr,. Protection for domestic information technology

manufacrurers.
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